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AT THE END OF THE UTOPIA

The period between the forties and the mid-sixties is a testimony to the
triumph and failure of Modernism, using the Anglo-Saxon meaning of the term.
After the tremendous negative impact on the utopian avant-garde ambitions
produced by the Holocaust and World War II, a war for which Spain’s Civil War
had been merely a general rehearsal; modernity could only find refuge in its own
autonomy as its transcendental means to reconfigure the world. If pure visibility
and disembodiment of the aesthetic experience had been constants in
modernity’s most idealistic aspects, these would now reach their full extent. This
development coincided with the appearance of an omnipresent consumer
society and a series of political changes that brought with them a new balance of
power and would determine our perception of the world.
It was a world that appears polarized and divided between two
geopolitical hemispheres, one led by the United States, and the other by the
Soviet Union. In the former, the keyword would be “freedom”, in the latter
“equality”. Both are defined as antagonistic and exclusive, although in fact
they complement one another. Art and culture were not oblivious to these
tensions and to the continuous polemics between devout supporters of
realism and representationalism, as a means of social transformation, and
those who advocated an individualistic art of an abstract nature.
In Spain, this historic period covers Franco’s regime in its entirety, from
the desolation of the forties to the beginning of the transition to democracy,
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which started with the promulgation in 1967 of the Organic Law of the State,
the beginning of the end of a regime bent on self perpetuation. Intellectuals,
artists and writers played key roles in the State’s democratic evolution. After
the penuries of the post-war period there was an enormous appetite for
knowledge, and universities, magazines and publications of all kinds were all
founded in those places where resistance continually stretched and pushed
the limits imposed by censorship. At the beginning of the seventies, miners’
strikes were called in Asturias, and the new labour union, Comisiones Obreras,
had started to extend its networks. For their part, in 1966 a large number of
Barcelona university students locked themselves in the Capuchins’
Monastery in Sarrià and the same year another significant group of teachers,
poets and thinkers tried to pay a simultaneously poetic and political tribute to
Antonio Machado in Baeza. Both actions were the result of problems which
had been unsatisfactorily resolved by the regime and highlighted the latter’s
difficulties in managing a social reality that was gaining ground. Two films by
Alain Resnais, Night and Fog (1955) and The War Is Over (1966), the latter
with a script by Jorge Semprún, accurately characterized the different
sensitivities that opened and closed the period here analysed.
The Cold War would trigger a fierce battle for cultural and ideological
hegemony, to which artists were, obviously, not oblivious. If, during the first
half of the century modernity had gone hand-in-hand with the Avant-garde,
no matter its colour, and artists had always imagined themselves as separate
and ahead of the norm of society, from that point on their symbiosis would be
inextricable. It is no surprise to discover that, beyond the fact that many of
these artists were classified as the “new irascible” or that they saw
themselves as a sort of new savages, their work was repeatedly used by
various governments as propaganda material. The struggle for cultural and
artistic supremacy between Paris and New York was certainly a result of this
new political situation for Art. The former did not want to lose the role it had
played for almost a century and the latter represented the new order of
things. Official history tells in detail how New York stole the idea of Modern
Art from Paris. But what it does not tell is that this Modern Art, whose torch
both claimed to hold, was only one part of the story.
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The political and social realities of these decades were much more
complex than the critics could see, blinded as they were by the battle for
artistic pre-eminence. For example, analysing what happened in the Western
world from a broader perspective, we see that, while Paris and New York
wrestled in an all-out war, the enlightened national bourgeoisie in Latin
America promoted a kind of international style, linked to Neo-Concrete Art,
and we cannot avoid wondering about the role that these local bourgeoisies
played in a moment in which the world was becoming global. An element
that united most dominant classes in the American continent was the firm
commitment to that which explicitly showed the features of the Avant-garde,
something which represented its aspiration to aristocracy and to a total
cultural power. This aspiration acquired the form that T.J. Clark defined as
vulgarity, as opposed to popular and also to aesthetic refinement: an
inclination to simplicity, to directness, to naivety, to impetuosity, to bright
colours and to the emotional. In Latin America vulgarity tended toward
constructivist aesthetics, in the United States it promoted gesture and action.
No matter how much Modernism advocates the purity of the artistic
species, what the new mapping of Contemporary Art reveals is just the
opposite, not the specificity of forms, but their tension. This direction
explains better how the pictorial space of Matta, which so influenced Gorky
and others, could turn, in combination with Concrete Poetry, into a
phenomenon closer to poetry than to painting, as much as this was
understood by the orthodox circles of modernity. In the same way, we realize
that what the Abstract Expressionists extolled was not automatism, but its
mark, the fact that the work looked automatic. This would explain why
Robert Motherwell, to mention one example, repeated shapes from Elegía a
la República Española again and again, the same ones he extracted from a
small drawing from 1949.
If we want to reconsider this period it is clear that the concepts of pure
visual imagery and immediacy of perception have to be substituted by others
in which the work of Art is conceived as a statement immersed in a broader
discursive framework.
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The painters in the mid-twentieth century definitely opened up new
fields to our aesthetic perception, but without following its laws. Their
intention was to create a language that would revolutionise the limits of our
world. Perhaps this was the reason for their success and also for their failure:
the legitimacy of the new ways of painting was based not so much on the
transcendence of their force, but on their failure to become that force. A
force that they imagined, but they did not achieve.
Sometimes, in their works the American Abstract Expressionists like the
Spanish Informalists, made references not only to modern painting but also
to paintings from other historical periods. The allusions to some figures of
Baroque Art such as Caravaggio or Ribera are significant in some cases.
However, these are always present in a subjective and anti-conventional way,
without recognizing their nature as an artistic genre. One of the mistakes of
these authors was to ignore the institutionalization of Art. They failed to
understand that the “artist’s subject” was not discovering how the painting
could free itself from the constraints of the frame, but rather to free from
those imposed by its existence in the institution. The more they affirmed
their independence and freedom, the more absorbed they were and the more
they legitimated the ideologies that went against their own principles. Where
Abstract Expressionism and Informalism failed was that their criticism of
the system was recognised as the systems’ maximum expression, and its
ambassador in other countries. They did not question their own legitimacy as
a movement for change. Nor did they question the process by which, not only
were crises not resolved, but rather transformed, in sublime fixation, into
symbols and fetishes. The battles for cultural hegemony in the Cold War
made it evident that Art was not oblivious to the institution of Art, but to its
uncompromising condition of existence.
This was a convulsive and decisive period in the history of the century
and it is no coincidence that it is marked by the contrast and comparison
between two antagonistic artistic models: on the one hand, painting,
expressive and gestural, and on the other, the object, the impression and the
indexing. Picasso and Miró are fundamental to understanding the worries of
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Motherwell, Tàpies or Saura, but Duchamp was the greatest reference for
artists, like Rauschenberg, Cage or Twombly, who determine our
understanding of the sixties. In the same way, the romantic notion of the
artist, as demiurge, capable of creating from nothing, is substituted by a new
notion of an artist who recycles and works with found objects or graffiti. The
contrast between Rothko, to give an example, and Villeglé or Raymond Hains
is profoundly revealing.
Possibly, painting has not had as much prestige in any other period of the
twentieth century, and this, in a certain sense, has been its swan song. After
the works by Pollock, Rothko or De Kooning, the need to conceive a new
alphabet spread and it was imperative to start from scratch. Ellsworth Kelly,
on the one hand, and John Cage, on the other, are archetypes of this new
attitude. In Spain the situation was not much different. An extraordinary
generation of painters, which included Tàpies, Saura, Millares and others,
would be followed by an irreplaceable group of artists with very different
parameters, who questioned the fundamentals of the poetic discourse of the
former. The Tragic End of Marcel Duchamp by Aillaud, Arroyo and Recalcati
or Greco’s actions in Lavapiés fall into this categorisation.
The generation of artists who started working in the sixties found an
evident decline in what the Abstract Expressionists in America and their
contemporaries in Europe maintained was high Modernism. Other practices
and techniques, which showed the condition with which poetical texts could
become objects – as Julia Robinson mentions in this same publication –
came after, and were followed by, the spectacular transformation of the
reader from active to passive spectator. These practices were more adapted
to the period that was inevitably approaching. With the formation of new
neo-capitalist structures, Art, as their most advanced form of culture, was
under suspicion. The need for a new paradigm became obvious. But this is
yet another story.
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